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In this article we show that there exists no planar function of degree p~ from a 
finite group G into an abelian group H which contains a large cyclic subgroup for 
a prime number p and n >/2. © 1993 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
P. Dembowski and T. G. Ostrom studied projective planes of finite order 
m which possess collineation groups of order rn 2 (cf. [1]). They gave the 
definition of a planar function for the first time in order to characterize 
some projective plane P which admits a cotlineation group F such that F 
permutes the points and lines of P in three orbits and satisfies two other 
conditions. Especially, planar functions are related strongly to affine planes 
which admit collineation groups acting regularly on the affine points. 
Let m be an arbitrary positive integer and let G and H be groups of the 
same order m. For a function f from G into H and a nontrivial element 
u ~ G, we define a mapping fu from G into H as 
f~: x ~ f (ux) f (x ) -1 .  
f is said to be a planar function of degree m if fu is bijective for all 
u e G\ { 1 }, Especially, f is called left cyclic or right cyclic if G of H is a 
cyclic group, respectively, and called cyclic if f is left and right cyclic. Every 
planar function from G into H gives rise to an affine plane S(G, H , f )  of 
order m, which is defined in the following way (cf. [2, 5.1.12]). 
Points : the elements of the direct product G x H 
Lines: L(a, cO={(x , f (xa  1)cO[xeG},aeG,~eH , 
L(c )= {(c, ~)l ~EH}, 
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Then the group G x H is a collineation group of the affine plane 
S(G, H, f )  by natural action and it acts regularly on the affine points of 
S(G, H,f).  In all known examples both G and H are elementary abelian 
p-groups for some odd prime p and the resulting planes are all semifield 
planes (cf [5, Sect. 3]) 
It is not known whether there exists a cyclic planar function whose 
degree is not a prime. However, it is known that there exists no cyclic 
planar function of degree m if it satisfies one of the following conditions 
(1)-(5). 
(1) m is an even number (cf. [1]). 
(2) Let p and q be two distinct prime factors of m. p divides ql+ 1 
for some positive integer l and q2 does not divide m (of. [5]). 
(3) m=p2t holds for a prime number p and a positive integer t 
whose greatest common divisor is 1. Moreover t = 1 holds or there is a 
prime factor q of t such that p2 divides qZ+ 1 for some positive integer l
(cf. [93). 
(4) m has at least two distinct prime factors and p2 divides m for 
some prime factor p of m (cf. [3]). 
(5) m = 3p holds for a prime p (cf. [6]). 
The purpose of this article is described by the following theorem. 
THEOREM A. Let G and H be abelian groups of same order p" for an odd 
prime p and a positive integers n greater than 1. Suppose H contains a cyclic 
subgroup of order pC for a positive integer e such that e >~ (n + 3)/2 if n is odd 
and e >1 (n + 2)/2 if n is even. Then there exists no planar function from G 
into H. Especially, there exists no right cyclic planar function of degree pn 
for n>~2. 
In Section 2 we study an analogue of a Gauss sum with respect o the 
characters of the groups G and H that is shown by Y. Hiramine and we 
remark well-known results in algebraic number theory, while Section 3 is 
devoted to non-existence of planar functions of degree pn satisfying the 
conditions of Theorem A. We write Z, Q, R, and C for the set of rational 
integers, rational numbers, real numbers, and complex numbers, respec- 
tively. Throughout he article the terminology which we use is standard 
and can be found in [2, 4, 7, 8]. 
2. GAUSS SUM WITH RESPECT TO PLANAR FUNCTION 
Let n be an arbitrary positive integer greater than 1 and p be an odd 
prime number, let G and H be abelian groups of order pn, and let Ho be 
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a cyclic subgroup of H whose order is pe such that e ~> (n + 3)/2 if n is odd 
and e ~> (n + 2)/2 if n is even; moreover let the order of H0 be maximum 
among cyclic subgroups of H. Then there is a subgroup H~ of H such that 
H= H 0 @ H~. Throughout Sections 2 and 3 the elements of G are denoted 
by small Roman letters and the elements of H by small Greek letters: 
.... }. 
Suppose f is a planar function from G into H and set 
S=={xEGl f (x )=~} for ~eH and n~=lS~[. We may assume that 
Ho= Z/peZ = {0, 1, 2 ..... p~-1}.  Let ~ be a primitive peth root of unity 
and set ~i= {P'-' for i=  1, 2 ..... e, and co =ff~. Clearly co is a primitive pth 
root of unity. Furthermore set Irr(G)= {Zo(= la), X,, ..., Z(p.-,)}, P*(fl)= ~e 
for fl~Ho and O~j~p e -  1. Then Irr(Ho) = {p* [ O<~j<~p -  I} holds. We 
put & = p* x lu, e Irr(H), and Irr(H) = {& ] 0 ~ j  ~< p" -  I }. Moreover 
we put 
C~ f 2 Zi(X) 
d! )= ~s~ 
' 
Z 
if S~ # 5Z5 
if S~=~ 
(O<~i<~p -  1, c~ ¢ H), 
(O<~i, j<p"-l) .  
The following theorem was proved by Y. Hiramine in [6]. (He proved 
it more generally in the case where G and H are abelian groups of order 
m for a given positive integer m.) 
THEOREM 1. (i) Zo, o=p n and Zi.o=Ofor O<i<~p n -  1. 
(ii) zi.F,,j=pn forO<~i<<,pn--1 andO<j~p~- l .  
(Here 6 denotes the complex conjugate of c~ C.) 
Let Z* (= Zp\{0}) be the multiplicative group of the finite field Zp and 2 
be the irreducible character of Zp* of order 2. Set ,~(0) = 0 for 0 ~ Zp. Then 
2 is extended to a mapping on Zp. We get 2(x) ~ { _+ 1 } for x ~ Z*. We put 
-= Z 2(x) cox. 
x~Zp 
the following two lemmas are well known in algebraic number theory 
(cf. [10, pp. 84, 27]). 
LEMMA 2. rf = p holds. 
LEMMA 3. Let 0 be an algebraic integer and f (x )~ Z[x]  be the minimal 
polynomial over Q for O. Let p be a prime number and f (x)  denote the 
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reduction mod pZ. Suppose Z[O] is the ring of algebraic integers in the fieId 
Q(0). Moreover suppose 
f---~ = p----f~e~ p- -~ e~ . . . p - - -~  
is the factorization o f f (x )mod p Z into powers of distinct monic irreducible 
polynomials over Ze[x ] and p i (x )•Z[x]  is a monic polynomial which 
reduces mod p Z to P l (x) for 1 <~ i <~ g. Let ~ be the ideal of Z [0 ] generated 
by p and pi(O ). Then ~ is a prime ideal of Z[O] lying over prime ideal pZ  
of Z, e i is the ramification index for 1 <~ i <~ g, the ~'s are distinct, and 
el e2 pZ[O] =~i~l ~ 2 .. .~egg 
is the factorization of pZ[O] in Z[0]. 
We define a function f(~) from G into H for an element fl • H as 
f(B)(x) =f(x)  + ft. 
Moreover we set 
= 
Z,(x) if (f(Z))-a (~z)#J23 
xe (f(B))-i (a) 
0 if (f(B))-I (ct) = 
~¢EH 
(O<~i<~p"- 1, ~•H) ,  
(0 ~< i, j ~< p"). 
Then the following lemma is obtained. 
LEMMA 4. f(B) is a planar function from G into H. Moreover zi, j(fl) = 
~JBzi, j holds for an element fl of Ho and 0 <~j ~<pe 1. 
Proof It is trivial that f(B) is a planar function from the definition 
o f f  (a). Next suppose f l •H  0. If x•  (f( ')) -a (7) holds then it follows that 
f (B)(x)=~, which implies f (x )=~- f l ,  hence x•S( ,_B) .  Conversely 
2. .x~S~_~)  Zi~ ) '=  i • x•S(=_B) implies x•( f (B) )  -1 (~). Thus dl~)(fl)= ~ " x ~ d (=-B) 
Therefore we have zi, j ( f l )=Y ,=~t4d l -e )p j (~)=~udl r )p j ( f l+y)= 
pj(fl) z~,j= (JBz~,j. The lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5. Let  i be a positive integer such that 1 <~ i <~ e. Then 
~ p'/Ze if n is even 
Zo, pe-, = [p(,_  1 )/2,.ce if n is odd 
for some elements e•  {_+(5[ l=0,  1, 2 ..... p i _  1}. 
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Proof Z[~]  is the ring of algebraic integers in the field Q(ff~) 
(cf. [10, p. 75]). Let g(x) be the minimal polynomial for ff~ over Q. 
It is well known' that g(x)=x pi '(p 1)+xP~-~(P 2/+- - -+x;~-~+l .  
On the other hand (x - l )  p'-x(p ~)=(xP ' -~- l )  p-1 (mod p) -  
xp~-~(p-1)+xp~-~(p 2)+ . . .+x#-~+l  (modp), because ( - -1)~(Pr l )= 
((--1) r (p-- 1).--(p--r))/(1 .2 . . . r )=  (--1) 2~= 1 (modp) for 1 <~r<~p-- 1. 
Thus g(x) = (x - 1 )P~-~(P- 1) (rood p). Let ~,. be the ideal of Z[~e] generated 
- -~ i  by p and (~-1) .  Then from Lemma 3 we get pZ[~] -  P'-~(P-~) There- 
fore from Theorem 1 it follows that (Zo, pe-O(Zo, e, ,)Z[ff~]=N7 p'-~(p 1), 
which implies (Zo.p, ~)Z[~] = ~,~p,, ~((p-i)/2). First, we assume that n is an 
even number. Then p'/2Z [ ~ i] = ~7 p'- x( p - l )/2 ) holds, hence ( Zo, pe- ' ) = p'/2e 
for some element ee Z[~;]. From Theorem 1 we have (Zo, p~-O(Zo.p, )=p' ,  
which means eg= 1. Here we have (Z[~])  × = { +~z~l O<~I<<,P ~- 1} x V 
such that V~-Z ~/2 for r= IQ(~):QI and VcZ[~e]c~R from Dirichlet's 
unit theorem (cf.[10, p. 104]). Hence we get e~{+~zf[0~<l~p~- l} .  
Next we assume that n is an odd number. Since ( r f )Z [~]= 
pZ[~i ]=~ pi-I(p-1) holds, we have "cZ[~i]=~ pI-I((p-1)/2). Therefore it 
follows that (z0, p,-~) Z [~/] = N7 p'- ~((p- 1)/2) = (p( , -  ~)/2v) Z [fig], which implies 
(Zo, pe-,)=p("--i)/2re for some element ee { ___ ffz~10 <~ l ~<p~--1 }, in the same 
way in which we mentioned it for the case n is even. This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
3. NON-EXISTENCE OF PLANAR FUNCTION FROM G INTO H 
In this section, we present a final contradiction, which proves our 
theorem. 
Since -¢(~)- ~ )~o(X) = I S~ [= n~ holds for a ~ H, we obtain the equa- ~0 --Z-.,x~S~ 
tions (Zo, p,-O = Z~ H d(o ~) p(p~- i ) (a)  ---- ~-~c*~Ho Y~4~enl d(o ~+~) P(p~ ')(~ q- f l )  = 
Z~m (Z~.~ n(~+p)) ~.  Here we put 
l,= ~ n(~+~). 
f l~Hl 
Then we have 
(Zo,.,, ,)= l. 7. 
Moreover we set 
Mj( i )= l j  + l(j+p~) + l(j+ 2pi) + . . .  + l(j+(p,, i l)p~) 
Then we get the following equality from (1). 
(Zo, p~-,) = E Mi(i) ~" 
O<~j<~p i -  1 
(1) 
for j ~ Z/piZ. 
(2) 
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From now on we consider the following two cases: (1) n is an odd number 
(n 1> 3): (2)n is an even number. 
Case (1). We have the following equalities. 
~si~- --~Ipi-l+s)--~l 2pi l+s)  . . . . .  ~ (p-1)pi-l+s) (O<~s<~pi-l--1). (3) 
We put each ~ of the equalities (3) into the right-hand side of the equality 
(2). Then we have 
(ZO, pe-i) = Z {(M(kp~-~)(i) - Mo(i)) (~p~-t 
l<~k<~p--1 
+ (M(k#-,+ 1)(i) -- Ml(i)) (~ p~-l+l 
+-- -+(M(k  # 1+(# ~_l))(i)--M(p~ 1_1)(i))~I (k+l)pi-' 1)}. 
On the other hand we have 
8p(n--1)/2T=~,P(n--l'/2(x~Zp~(X'(~ox)=~'P(n--1)/2(l<~k<~p_j ~(k'~kpi-I ) • 
Moreover {(~'-~+~ I O<~s<~p~-l(p - 1) -  1 } are linearly independent over 
Q. Therefore if ~ = 1, then we have the following equalities from Lemma 5. 
M(kp,_~)(i)-Mo=pI"-~)/22(k) (1 <~k<~p- 1) 
and 
Mj(i)=M(kpi-,+j)(i) (1 ~<k~<p- 1, 1 ~<j~<pi-1- ). 
If e=eo~(eo~ { _ 1}, 0~< t<<.p i -  1), then (Mr(i), Mt+l(i) ..... M(,+p, 1)(i)) 
corresponds to (Mo(i), MI(i), ..., M(pi~)(i)) in the case of e = 1. Hence we 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Let i be a positive integer such that 0 <<. i <~ e. The following 
hold. 
M(kp~_~+t)(i)-M,(i)=eop(n-1)/22(k) (1 <<.k<~p- 1) 
and 
Mj(i)=m(kp, l+j)(i) ( l<~k<~p-l,O<~j<~ff 1-1)  t f j~t (modp i -a ) ,  
for some element ~ Z/p~Z. 
We consider the case i = 1 in Lemma 6. We claim that without loss of 
generality we may assume e = 1 by taking f(a) for some element fl~ Ho 
instead o f f  if necessary (cf. Lemma 2). Therefore from Lemma 6 we get 
Mk(1)=Mo(1)+%p("-~)/22(k) (1 <~k<~p- 1, ~o~ {_ 1}). 
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On the other hand since p" = ~ ~ u n~ = 5Z~ ~ -0 l~ = 5Zo ~<; ~< p_ 1 M;(1 ) holds, 
we have p" =pMo(1) + cop ("- 1)/2(Y'. 1~<k~<p- 1 2(k)) =pMo(1). Thus we have 
the following equalitities. 
Mo(1) =p" -  1 
and (4) 
Mk(1)=p~-l +eop("-l)/2)~(k) (1 <~k <~p- 1). 
Next we prove the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7. Let i be a positive integer such that 1 <~ i <~ e -1 .  I f  j ~ 0 
(modp) holds, then Mj(i) ~ 0 (modp e-;) (O<~j<<.p;-1), 
Proof For i=  1, equalities (4) imply that Lemma 7 follows. For a 
positive integer i such that 1 ~< i~< e -2 ,  suppose that the statement in 
Lemma 7 holds. From Lemma 6, there is an element t ~ Z/p (;+ I)Z satisfying 
the following equalities. 
M(kpi+t)(i-[- 1)--Mr( i+ 1)=%p(n-1)/22(k) (1 <~k<~p- 1) 
Mj(i+ 1)= M(kp,+s)(i+ 1) for eachj such that j  ~ t (modp;) 
(1 ~<k<~p- 1,0~<j~<p;- 1). (I) 
There is a positive integer to such that 0 ~< to ~<p;- 1 and t - to (modp;). It 
can be easily shown that Mj(i)=~O<~k<~p_ 1 M(gp,+j)(i+ 1) (O<,j<<,p i -  1) 
holds. Therefore i f j  ~ 0 (modp) and j~ to, then Mj(i)=pMs(i+ 1) holds 
from (I), which implies Ms(i+ 1) ~ 0 (modp e-(;+l)) because Mj(i) ~ 0 
(modp e-;) from our inductive assumptions. If to ~ 0 (modp), then 
Mto(i)=~O<~k<~p 1 M(kp~+to)( i-k- 1)=pMt(i+ 1)"b~Op(n-1)/2(~,l<~k<~p-1 ~(k)) 
=pM,(i+ 1) holds from (I), which also implies M,(i+ 1) ~ 0 
(modpe (;+1)) because Mto(i) ~ 0 (modpe-;). Therefore i f j  ~ 0 (modp), 
then Mj(i+ 1) ~ 0 (modp e (;+1)) (O<~j<~p;+~ _ 1) by again applying the 
statement (I). Thus by the inductive method with respect o i, the lemma 
is proved. 
From Lemma 6 there is a positive integer Jo such that 1 <~jo<~p - 1 
and Mjo(e)=M(kp~-~+jo)(e ) ( l~<k~<p-1).  Then we get Ms0(e-1)= 
Zo<~p_lM(kp,-~+jo)(e)=PMjo(e). On the other hand it follows that 
Mj0(e-1 ) ~ 0 (modp) from Lemma7. This contradiction implies that 
there exists no planar function from G into H if n is odd (n ~> 3). 
Case (2). It follows that 
~IP-- I )P i I+s=__~'__~P i l+s__ . . . .  ~I p 2)P i - l+s  (O~s~p i 1--1). 
(5) 
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We put each ~I p-I)p~-~+~ of the equalities (5) into the right-hand side of 
the equality (2). Then we have 
• kpi 1 (Zo.~-0 = ~ {(M~.,-~(i)- M.~_.~-~(0) ~
O<<.k<<.p--2 
q- (M(kp , - ,  + 1)(i) - -  m((p  _ 1)pi-1 + 1)(i)) ~ kpi-l + 1 
+ "" + (M(kp~ ~+(p~-a_l))(i)-M(#_l)(i)) ~k+l)pi '-1)}. 
Since {~10~<s~<p; l (p -1 ) - l}  are linearly independent over Q, we 
have the following equalities from Lemma 5 if e = 1. 
Mo(i)--M((p_l)p~ l)(i)=p "/2, M(kp, -X) ( i )=M((  p 1)pi-X)(i) (1 <~k<~p-2), 
Mj(i)=M~-~+j~(i) (l~k~p-1, l~j~p -1). 
If e=eoff~(e0~{+l},0~<t~<pi--1), then (M,(i), M,+ l(i) ..... M¢,+pi_ l)(i)) 
corresponds to (Mo(i),Ml(i), ...,M¢pi_l)(i)) in the case e= 1. Hence we 
have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. 
hold. 
Let i be a positive integer such that 0 <~ i <~ e. The following 
Mr(i) - M,p_  1)pi-I + t)(i) = pn/2, 
M(kpi-l+t)(i)=M~lp_l)#-~+o(i ) (1 <~k<~p-2) 
and if j ~ t (mod pi-  1), then 
Mj(i)=M~kpi-,+j)(i) (l<~k<.Np-l,O<~j<.Npi-l-1) 
for some element  ~ Z/p iZ .  
We consider the case i = 1 in 
Case (1). Then we get 
Mo(1)=Mp_l (1)+p n/2 and Mk(1)=Mp_l(1) (1 <~k<~p-2). 
Therefore pn =pMp_ 1(1)+pn/Z, which implies the following equalities. 
Mo( 1 ) = pn - ~ + pn/2 _ p~,/2-1) 
Lemma 8. We may assume e= 1 as in 
Mk(1 ) = p"- 1 __ p(n/2- 1) 
Next we prove the following lemma. 
(1 ~<k~<p- 1). 
and (6) 
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LEMMA 9. Let i be a positive integer such that 1 <. i<~ e -  1. Then 
Mj(i) S 0 (modp e-~) (0~<j~<p~-1)holds, 
Proof For i= 1, equalities (6) imply that Lemma9 follows. For a 
positive integer i such that 1 ~<i~< e-2 ,  suppose that the statement in 
Lemma 7 holds. From Lemma 8, there is an element  e Z/p (i+ ~)Z satisfying 
the following equalities. 
Mt(i + 1 ) - M( (p_  1)pi+ O( i '}- 1 ) = pn/2, 
M(k#+t)(i+ l )=M((p 1)#+t)(i+ 1) (1 <~k<~p-2), 
(II) 
Mj( i+ 1)=M(k#+j)(i+ 1)
foreach jsuchthat j  S t (modp s) (1 <~k<~p- 1, O~j<~p ~- 1). 
There is a positive integer t o such that O<~to<~p i -  1 and t=to (modpi). 
If j#to  (0~<j~<pi-1), then Mj( i )=pMj ( i+ l )  holds from (II), which 
implies M j ( i+ I )$0  (modp e-(i+l)) from our inductive assumptions, 
and Mto( i)= ZO<~k<~p_l M(kpi +to)( i + 1)=pM((p 1)pi +t)( i + 1)+p (n/2) holds 
from (II), which also implies M((p_l)pi+,)(i+ 1) S 0 (modp e (~+1)) from 
our inductive assumption. Therefore we again have Mj ( i+ I )$0  
(modp e-(i+l~) (O<~j~p i+~- 1) from (II). Thus by the inductive method 
with respect o i, the lemma is proved. 
From Lemma 8 there is a positive integer J0 such that 1 ~<J0 ~<P-1 and 
Mjo(e)=M(kpe-l+jo)(e ) (1 <~k<~p- 1). Then we get Mjo(e- 1)=PMjo(e ).
On the other hand if follows that Mjo(e-1)  S 0 (modp) from Lemma 9. 
This contradiction implies that there exists no planar function from G into 
H if n is even. 
Remark. Let G be a group and H be an abelian group such that G and 
H have the same order m, and let f be a planar function from G into H. 
Moreover set 
d~o ~)= ~ la(x) for eeH 
xe  S~ 
and 
Zo, p = ~ d(o~)p(x) for p ~ Irr(H). 
~EH 
Then we can show that 
Zo, pZo, p=m (p e Irr(H), p# 1H) ,
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essential ly as H i ramine  proved in [6] .  Hence  the cond i t ion  that  G be an 
abel ian group in Theorem A is replaced by the cond i t ion  that G be a 
group.  
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